The Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture, 20 March 2014
Scottish Salmon's Great Escape: There's No Escaping the Damning Data!
- Over 3.4 million farmed salmon in nearly 200 incidents since 1998
Summary:
An analysis of official statistics published online by the Scottish Government reveals that
since 2002 (when it became law to report escapes) there has been over 2.5 million farmed
salmon escapees in 132 separate incidents. Official Government data obtained via Freedom
of Information (FOI) reveals a further 56 escape incidents between 1998 and 2001 involving
818,000 farmed salmon.

The worst offender by far is Norwegian-owned Marine Harvest who is responsible for over a
quarter of escape incidents since 2002. Other repeat offenders are Scottish Sea Farms, Balta
Island Seafare, Loch Duart and the Scottish Salmon Company.
A regional analysis reveals that Shetland and Western Isles are by far the worst areas in terms
of numbers of escaped farmed salmon - between them they are responsible for 72% of all
escapees since 2002. Highland and Strathclyde region have also experienced high numbers
of escape incidents with Highland region accounting for the most incidents:
Shetland: 992,863 escapees (38%) via 24 incidents (18%)
Western Isles: 877,388 escapees (34%) via 36 incidents (27%)
Highland: 371,045 escapees (14%) via 38 incidents (29%)
Strathclyde (including Argyll): 207,772 escapees (8%) via 27 incidents (20%)
Orkney: 140,231 escapees (5%) via 6 incidents (5%)
Central: 9,700 escapees (0.4%) via 1 incident (0.8%)

Western Isles region is responsible for seven of the top 20 largest escapes, with five in
Shetland, three in Highland, three in Orkney and two in Argyll (data collated by GAAIA via
official statistics published online by the Scottish Government):
Top Twenty Worst Farmed Salmon Escapes Since 2002:

Data obtained via FOI reveals that less than 5% of escapees are recaptured with escapes from
sites infected with diseases and using toxic chemicals.
Official reporting (2002 - 2012):
An analysis of official statistics published online by the Scottish Government reveals that
since 2002 there has been over 2.5 million farmed salmon escapees in over one hundred
separate incidents. One incident in 2013 is "awaiting final notification of numbers lost".
The causes listed of escapes are "Human Error", "Equipment Failure", "Mooring Failure",
"Severe Weather", "Hole in Net", "Weather" and "Predator". The worst offender by far was
Norwegian-owned Marine Harvest who was responsible for 34 out of 132 incidents (26%).
Other repeat offenders were Scottish Sea Farms (13 incidents), Balta Island Seafare (11

incidents), Loch Duart (10 incidents), and the Scottish Salmon Company/Lighthouse
Caledonia (9) - see Appendix below for every escape since 2002:
2014 farmed salmon escapes (up to 11 February): 182,479 (5 incidents)
2013 farmed salmon escapes: 25,532 (6 incidents)
2012 farmed salmon escapes: 37,523 (4 incidents)
2011 farmed salmon escapes: 404,451 (10 incidents)
2010 farmed salmon escapes: 17,987 (7 incidents)
2009 farmed salmon escapes: 131,971 (9 incidents)
2008 farmed salmon escapes: 58,641 (8 incidents)
2007 farmed salmon escapes: 154,466 (12 incidents)
2006 farmed salmon escapes: 155,653 (20 incidents)
2005 farmed salmon escapes: 877,883 (19 incidents)
2004 farmed salmon escapes: 90,594 (11 incidents)
2003 farmed salmon escapes: 151,853 (13 incidents)
2002 farmed salmon escapes: 309,996 (8 incidents)
Total (2002 to 2014 up to 11 February): 2,599,029 escaped farmed salmon via 132 incidents
Legislation concerning the reporting of fish farm escapes has been in place since 2002 and
requires that Scottish Ministers be notified in writing immediately where there is cause to
suspect that there is significant risk an escape has occurred.
The Aquaculture & Fisheries (Scotland) Act 2007 came into force in August 2007 and makes
relevant legal powers and provisions in relation to fish farms for containment and fish farm
escapes. A Fish farming Businesses (Record-Keeping) (Scotland) Order 2008 details records
and information fish farmers are required to maintain, for inspection, in relation to sealice and
containment. Inspections for compliance with the Act commenced in November 2008.
Read more via the Scottish Government's web-page "Improved Containment - Fish Farm
Escapes"
In 2006, the Scottish Information Commissioner made a landmark ruling following a
complaint by the Salmon Farm Protest Group forcing the Scottish Government to disclose the
companies responsible for escapes. "Now, for the first time, fish farmers who allow their
salmon to escape will have no place to hide," said Bruce Sandison following the ruling.
"They will be named and shamed. The public will also be able judge for themselves the true
value of the Scottish Salmon Producers (SSPO) voluntary ‘Code of Good Practice’ and what,
if anything, the SSPO or the Scottish Executive will do to make these fish farmers clean up
their act."
The Scottish Government reported in February 2012:
A total of 113 escape incidents from finfish aquaculture farms were reported to Marine
Scotland between May 2002 (when reporting began) and December 2011. Over this period,
almost 2 million Atlantic salmon were reported as having escaped to the marine environment.
Between March 2002 and October 2009, the following causes of escapes were identified:
•

a hole in the net (57%; 78 incidents);

•
•
•
•
•

cage and mooring failures (16%; 22 incidents);
fish handling incidents (5%; 7 incidents);
nets under water (4%; 6 incidents);
screen failure (4%; 6 incidents); and
other causes (14%)

Pre-2002 data:
Previous data on escapes was obtained by the Salmon Farm Protest Group and Don Staniford
via FOI requests. The Salmon Farm Protest Group reported in August 2003:
•

Since 1998 seventy-seven incidents have been reported involving the escape of more
than one million farm salmon and trout from their cages.

•

Since March 2002 more than 200,000 farm salmon and trout have escaped from
cages.

•

In 2002, 88% of escapee salmon came from sites affected by Infectious Pancreatic
Necrosis; a viral infection that escapee farm salmon can pass to healthy wild salmon,
characterised by abdominal distension and a mucus-filled digestive tube empty of
food.

Read in full online here
The Sunday Herald reported in June 2000 via "Great salmon escape infects wild fish stocks":
"The number of caged salmon escaping from fish farms has quadrupled in three years,
threatening to devastate wild salmon populations with genetic pollution and disease. Figures
from the Scottish Executive reveal that this year 400,000 farmed salmon have fled pens
damaged by storms or accidents. This compares to 255,000 for the whole of last year and
95,000 for 1998."

Nature magazine reported via "Stream of escaped farm fish raises fears for wild salmon" in
April 2002 that: "According to environmental groups, about a million salmon have escaped
from farms in Scotland since 1998".
In September 2012, a Scottish Parliament written answer detailed 64 escape incidents since
1998 (with 29 incidents from salmon farms affected by Infectious Pancreatic Necrosis):

A Government study - "Monitoring the incidence of escaped farmed Atlantic salmon in rivers
and fisheries of the United Kingdom and Ireland: current progress and recommendations for
future programmes" - published in 2006 included:

Appendix 1: Official Statistics
Official statistics on escapes from salmon farms in Scotland are available online here from
the Scottish Government:

Here's the official statistics from the Scottish Government's web-site:
2014 farmed salmon escapes (up to 11 February): 182,479 (5 incidents)

2013 farmed salmon escapes: 25,532 (6 incidents)

2012 farmed salmon escapes: 37,523 (4 incidents)

2011 farmed salmon escapes: 404,451 (10 incidents)

2010 farmed salmon escapes: 17,987 (7 incidents)

2009 farmed salmon escapes: 131,971 (9 incidents)

2008 farmed salmon escapes: 58,641 (8 incidents)

2007 farmed salmon escapes: 154,466 (12 incidents)

2006 farmed salmon escapes: 155,653 (20 incidents)

2005 farmed salmon escapes: 877,883 (19 incidents)

2004 farmed salmon escapes: 90,594 (11 incidents)

2003 farmed salmon escapes: 151,853 (13 incidents)

2002 farmed salmon escapes: 309,996 (8 incidents)

Escapes statistics are also published on the 'Scotland's Aquaculture' web-site - here's the first
page on escapes:

The data here seems more up-to-date. For example, the escape on 11 February 2014 at
Hjaltland's site in North Voe is identified as 25,000 farmed salmon (whereas the Scottish
Government's data entry reads "awaiting final notification on numbers lost"):

For example, an escape in October 2013 detailed as "awaiting final confirmation on numbers
lost" by the Scottish Government web-site is identified as 8,875 by the 'Scotland's
Aquaculture' web-site:

Data from before 2002 is also available (search online here) - including 40 incidents since
1995:

Appendix 2: Regional Breakdown of Escapes (2002-2014)
Analysis of data published online by the Scottish Government:
Shetland: 992,863 escaped farmed salmon via 24 incidents (one incident awaiting final
confirmation of numbers lost)

Western Isles: 877,388 escaped farmed salmon via 36 incidents

Highland: 371,045 escaped farmed salmon via 38 incidents

Strathclyde (including Argyll): 207,772 escaped farmed salmon via 27 incidents

Orkney: 140,231 escaped farmed salmon via 6 incidents

Central: 9,700 escaped farmed salmon via 1 incident

Total: 2,599,029 escaped farmed salmon via 132 incidents

Appendix 3: Analysis by the Pure Salmon Campaign (2007)
The Pure Salmon Campaign collated data on escapes (sourced from FOI data obtained from
the Scottish Government) in 2006 and 2007 - including:

Read in full via "Scottish Farmed Salmon Exposed" and via an Excel spreadsheet online here

